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http://youtu.be/RFzqymdk-X4

Bridgwater Filming
Three films were created from a very successful 
trip to the Bridgwater Church in Somerset.  The 
entire Sunday service was filmed and can now be 
seen online. This is the first time we have made 
a service public and is a significant step forward.  
The recording at York could not be used due to 
poor audio, but lessons were learnt from that 

experience.
Two other films were created for the Bridgwater 
website, one where members of the congregation 
explain why they attend the Church and 
another discussing the history of the building. 
UKunitarianTV is trying to create these types of 
films at every Church they visit to help promote 
congregations locally. We see providing these as a 
very useful service and a practical example of how 
UKunitaranTV can help the movement. 

UCCN use Ebay Kit
UKunitarianTV  is  gearing  up  for  the  UCCN 
conference next month where there will be live 
broadcasting of some of the sessions. While the 
last conference was broadcasted very successfully, 
this year the new video mixer, just purchased off 
Ebay, will be used for the first time. This equipment 
means that it is possible to switch between different 
cameras, thus providing a better experience for 
those following the lectures at home. However 
the main purpose is to gain experience for the live 
broadcasting of services sometime in the future. 
Switching between cameras will be essential in that 
situation to produce a watchable transmission.

Video mixers are extremely expensive; new they 
start at about £850, with HD high quality versions 
considerably more. However, the one we have just 
purchased on Ebay was only £130. The picture 
quality is extremely good and it is going to provide 
very valuable experience. 
 
It is possible to attend the conference at the 
Nightingale Centre on just the Saturday. Contact 
the centre for details.

Those wishing to follows the UCCN conference will 
find details on:

 www.uccn.org.uk 

Filming Interviews at Bridgwater

http://youtu.be/3EDqQ7aqCuY

http://youtu.be/4cgrdyl5U6k

Why go to Bridgwater 
Unitarian Church?
Members of the 
congregation explain why 
they go to the Church.

A Service from 
Bridgwater
The Harvest Thanks-
giving service from 
Bridgwater.

The History of 
Bridgwater Church
Two members of the 
congregation give a brief 
history of their building.
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A Dukinfield Service
The Harvest Thanks-
giving service by 
the young people of 
Dukinfield.

A Dukinfield ‘Rocking’
The ritual to welcome 
a baby into the Sunday 
School. 

Please Print off this Newsletter
Please print off these newsletters on two sheets 
and pin them up on Church notice-boards. We have 
seen this in some of our places of worship and been 
told it is very popular. We don’t have everyone on 
our mailing list and it will help let people know 
what we are doing.   

Millennium Fund helps with new PC 
UKunitarianTV have been given £800 towards a new 
PC that has enough power to edit High Definition 
footage in real time. Currently a service can take 
up to 18 hours to render and as this is a process 
that needs to be done several time for each film, its 
very time consuming. Unfortunately the required 
machine is £1,500 and the commercial software 
another £1,000, so currently all donations are 
gratefully received!

New Auto-cue Put to Work
Kevin Lowe filmed Dawn Buckle using the new auto-
cue that Rev Dr Ann Peart helped UKunitarianTV 
purchase for the Manchester area. The device 
means it is possible to read a script while looking 
directly into the camera and is the only professional 
way of filming ‘to-camera’ pieces.  

Mattie Pugh also had a go where she talked about 
the national youth programme. Her footage has can 
now be seen on youtube with the link shown here. 
It is hoped this equipment 
will help us produce 
more short films to make 
a series explaining why 
people should become 
Unitarians. 

Five cameras were employed to film the Harvest 
Festival service earlier this month at Dukinfield 
Old Chapel. The service, run by the Sunday School, 
was taken by the young people and included rituals 
involving the whole congregation. 

By using 3 static and 2 operated cameras, it was 
possible to ensure that edited version keeps 
changing angles. These not only keep the film more 
interesting but can be used to cut out parts of the 
service not required on film.    

http://youtu.be/0f-HhBN4Pzs

http://youtu.be/8x3yaZgXCmU

Filming at GA 2014
We have been asked by some groups if it is possible 
for us to film their session at GA 2014 and create 
a film to help promote their group. We have asked 
the Annual Meeting Group for clarification on this 
matter, but presuming there is no problem, we are 
very willing to film and edit events where we can. 
If you are running a session and feel a film would 
be useful, do get in touch with us soon.  

Thank You York Congregation
UKunitarianTV would like to thank the York 
congregation for their donation. We are completely 
dependent on gifts this to maintain and develop 
our service to the movement.  

http://youtu.be/aUkDChcFX5w

Dawn Buckle and Kevin Lowe with the Auto-cue

Kevin Lowe and James Barry at Dukinfield

Dukinfield Filming
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